[1905-04-28 – hand-written letter in pencil from Ed Kimball to his mother, badly
worn:]
U.S.F.S. Chicago
San Francisco (What is left)
April 28, 1905
My dear Mother –
You are all anxious to know where I am and if every thing is right
with me, I know. Well, I am just about all in, having been on the go
since last Friday morning.
Frisco is a total wreck as far as one can see. Every thing is burned
up and the streets are all torn up from the earthquake
The loss of life is given at about one thousand but eventually it will
reach nearer the ten thousand mark.
One particularly sad case was that of Acting Boatswain D. C.
Hansen. He had just been promoted to that fine position from our
ship and left her in San Diego right after we got back from Magdalen
Bay. He was very anxious to get to Frisco, as he had sent for this wife
and baby to come from Illinois. They arrived the Monday before the
accident and today four of us were detailed to dig their bodies from
the ruins of the apartment house at which [over page] they were
staying.
Every thing at the house was burned to powder but as his brother
knew the room in which they were sleeping we had no difficulty in
finding the remains
We put the bones of all three in a box and
brought them back to the ship. Tomorrow we hold the funeral.
But we think they died without suffering as a great iron girder had
fallen across the bed and no doubt death was instantaneous. The
bodies were almost entirely cremated. He was only about twenty-six
and had just got a good position in life. No one of the authorities
knew that he had lost his life and no doubt there will be hundreds of
cases like this one.
Well, to tell you a little about myself. When we left San Diego, the
morning of the calamity we intended to go to Long Beach, but when
we had been about three hours at sea we got a wireless message
saying that Frisco was on fire and to proceed with all haste to there.
We arrived in the harbor the scene was awfull, yet grand. It seemed
as tho' the earth had opened and was vomiting flame.
The earthquake had started the fires by upsetting lamps and boiler
fires, causing hundreds of fires [next page] in different portions of the
city, at the same time breaking the water mains. The only means the
firemen had of fighting the fire was with dynamite, but that proved
ineffectual.

The city was put under martial law on Friday and everyone aboard
the Chicago except one or two ship-keepers were sent ashore, armed
with revolvers and rifles with thirty rounds of ammunition and
equipped with heavy marching order. We found the poor people in a
panic and many crimes were being committed. We had orders to
shoot any one caught robbing the dead or in any way acting
unlawfully, although the Captain gave us a speech before going
ashore saying that we were going to save blood instead of shedding it.
But he added that if we had cause to shoot not to hesitate. Happily
tho' every thing was too far gone for many robberies, although many
thugs were shot by one fellow, many of whom were caught cutting off
fingers and ears containing jewelry. I cannot begin to explain all that
I saw or experienced. It was too horrible to imagine and to this time I
cannot realize what has happened. It has left over 300,000 people
homeless and [over page] destitute.
I could write a big book about it and make my heroes the fellos of
the gang with which I worked, but it is to big an undertaking for a
small brain like mine so I will reserve it untill I can tell you when I
come home.
The city is still under martial law and will be so for a long time I
am afraid.
No stores of any kind are left, altho' several enterprising people are
building little shacks to start in anew. Property values have doubled
since the fire and a place on Market St. that was $250,000. was
offered for before the fire is now refusing $400,000. so you can see
things are going to boom for the next eight or ten years and many
fortunes will be made.
Well, I have written more than I intended to about this catastrophe
and will close by saying that the newspapers of the east can hardly
exaggerate the thing, it is so bad. Write soon and tell me all the news.
I would like you to sent this to Westboro for them to read, as I cannot
tell when I will get together to write any more
With much love to all.
Your loving son
Ed[?] F. Kimball
U.S.F.S. Chicago
San Francisco Cal
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